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Abstract 

In this paper tight lower and upper bounds for the number of triangulations of a simple polygon are obtained 
as a function of the number of reflex vertices, thus relating these two shape descriptors. Tight bounds for the 
size of the visibility graph of a polygon are obtained too, with the same parameter. The former bounds are also 
studied from an asymptotical point of view. 
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1. Introduction 

The number of reflex vertices of a simple polygon is a shape complexity measure describing how far 
it is from being a convex polygon. This number is a poor descriptor when considered alone, as pointed 
out by Toussaint [ 111: given any polygon, if we insert a new vertex R in some side PiPi+, and pull 
it an infinitesimal amount towards the interior of the polygon, the basic shape will remain unchanged. 
In fact, only the visibility between Pi and Pi+1 has been altered. But if R enters progressively into 
the interior of the polygon, the visibility between many pairs of vertices can disappear and R will 
become really significant. 

The number of ways a polygon can be triangulated is again a shape descriptor. If the polygon has 
many arms and it is very twisted, the number of triangulations will be relatively low, and this number 
will increase if there are important “convex bags”, because many internal diagonals are then available. 

An internal diagonal is a visibility trajectory and could have been destroyed by a reflex vertex; it 
is then reasonable to expect a relation between the two numbers considered above. Let n and k be 
the number of sides and reflex vertices of a polygon, respectively. Hertel and Mehlhom [6] described 
an algorithm for triangulating a simple polygon that performs better the fewer reflex vertices it has 
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(the running time is O(n + Ic log k)). This is natural because in general, as we show in this paper, the 
fewer the number of reflex vertices the higher the number of possible triangulations. 

The proof is based on decomposing the polygon into convex pieces, a subject widely studied, 
although the main objective is usually to minimize the number of pieces. Chazelle and Dobkin [l-3] 
obtained a running time upper bound O(n + k3) with Steiner points allowed. The algorithms by Greene 
[5] and Keil [8] use only vertices from the original set and have a worst case complexity 0(n2k2) 
and 0(lc2n log n), respectively. The survey [9] by Keil and Sack provides a panorama on the subject. 
In our paper we seek for a fixed number of non-overlapping convex parts, not necessarily covering 
the whole polygon, but providing a total size large enough for visibility purposes. 

The size of the visibility graph of a polygon [lo] is naturally related to the number of reflex vertices, 
because adjacencies correspond to sides and internal diagonals, thus it is not surprising the former 
decomposition provides bounds for that size too. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 establishes some combinatorial lemmas and a procedure 
for breaking a polygon into a suitable number of convex pieces. After that, the results are combined 
together in a final theorem on the number of triangulations. In Section 3 these results are used in 
relation with the visibility graph. Finally, in Section 4 we study from an asymptotical point of view 
the lower and upper bounds obtained for the number of triangulations. 

As we only consider simple polygons, the adjective will be omitted hereafter. The vertices will be 
numbered counterclockwise with indices modulus the number of sides. 

2. The number of triangulations of a polygon 

2. I. Triangulations and Catalan numbers 

Let t, and C, be the number of triangulations of a convex n-polygon and the nth Catalan number, 
respectively. It is a well known fact (see for example [4]) that these sequences are the same up to a 
shift: 

1 
t, = cn_2 = - 

2n - 4 
n-l ( > n-2 (n 2 3). 

We will accept as a convention that a segment is a convex polygon with two sides and t2 = Co = 1. 
Given a polygon P, we denote t(P) the number of triangulations of P. 

Theorem 1. Let P be an n-polygon. Then 1 < t(P) < t,, and these bounds are tight. 

Proof. Every polygon has at least one triangulation, hence t(P) 3 1, and this bound is tight as we 
can see in Fig. 1, where n - 3 consecutive reflex vertices force the triangulation to be unique. For 
the upper bound we simply observe that if we label the vertices of a convex n-polygon Q with the 
ordered labels of the vertices of P, then every triangulation of P translates into a triangulation of Q, 
and this polygon realizes the bound. 0 

The presence of reflex vertices diminishes the internal visibility (at least between the vertices adjacent 
to the reflex ones), implying that some triangulations are lost with regard to the convex model. But not 
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Fig. 1. An n-polygon that can be triangulated in a unique way. 

Fig. 2. The pentagon on the right has more reflex vertices and more triangulations that the pentagon on the left. 

necessarily the number of triangulations decreases monotonically with the number of reflex vertices 
(Fig. 2). 

The main theorem in this section provides tight bounds for the number of triangulations of a polygon 
as a function of the number of reflex vertices. To establish that result we need some preliminary lemmas. 
We use the Catalan numbers C, for the purely combinatorial results; they can all be rephrased in terms 
of the t,. 

Lemma 2. Zf a! 2 0 and p 2 1 then 

GCfl- GYsICp-1 = 
6(p - 1 - cx) 

(cl! + 2)(/3 + l)cacp-I. 

Proof. It suffices to develop the C, in binomial form. 0 

We obtain now an immediate consequence and two subsequent results. 

Lemma 3. Zf 0 < fx < p - 2 then CaCp > CQ+lCp_l. 

Lemma4. Letcq,...,a, be m given nonnegative integers. Then 

G, Ccq . . .c~~ 3 (Cr(~,+...+a,)/ml)S(c,(cu,+...+um),m,)m-S, 
where s is the residue of the division of al+. . . + a, by m. Moreover the right value in the inequality 
is the minimum when we allow the variation of cyl, . . . , a, while maintaining constant its sum. 
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Proof. If the difference between some oi and aj is 2 or more, Lemma 3 says we can reduce the 
product if one unity is added to the least one and subtracted to the greatest one; that way the sum of 
the indices remains constant. The process goes on until the operation is no longer possible. Then 

c,, ..’ C,, 3 CZ . . . G G+1 . . . Cz+l, 
-- 

P 4 

where ~1 + ... + Q, = (p + Q)Z + 4 = ~ZE + 4, 0 < q < m, and we get the result. Now the second 
part of the statement is immediate because 

S 1 U1+-mfn,l+(m-s)~~l+‘m+a,J =Q1+...+a,. 0 

Lemma 5. Let (~1, . . . , am, w be nonnegative integers with cq + . . . + a, 3 w. Then 

CcY, .. * cam 3 (Cy,/,l)t(Cl,/,l)m-t, 

where t is the residue of the division of w by m. 

Proof. Since the sequence {Cn} is strictly increasing, it suffices to replace the cy, by integers ,@ in 
such a way that 0 < pi < ari and ,f?t + . . . + pm = w. Then C,, . . . C,, 3 Cp, . . . Cp, and we apply 
Lemma 4. 0 

2.2. Breaking a polygon 

If a polygon P admits a collection of non-overlapping convex subpolygons, the product of the 
corresponding number of triangulations is certainly a lower bound for t(P) and the former lemmas 
show that it is smallest when the pieces have balanced sizes. The following lemmas provide us a 
relation between the number of subpolygons and the sum of the sizes. 

Definitions. Let P be a polygon with vertices Po, . . . , I?,_, and let Pi be a reflex vertex of P. We 
say a triangle PsPtPi breaks the angle at Pi when its interior is contained in P and neither of the 
angles Pi+lPiPs, P,PiPt, PtPiPi_1 is reflex (Fig. 3). An internal diagonal PiPk breaks the angle at 
Pi if the angles P+_l PiPk and PkPiPi+t are not reflex. We use the term “to break” because we intend 
to work with the resultant pieces. The central zone of Pi is the part of the plane to the right of the 
ray Pi+1 Pi and to the left of the ray Pi-1 Pi (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 3. A triangle breaking the angle at Pi. 
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Fig. 4. Central zone (darkened) of the reflex angle at Pi. 

I II III 

Fig. 5. The three possible situations for Lemma 6. 

Lemma 6. Every nonconvex polygon P admits at least one of the following con$gurations (refer to 
Fig. 5): 

I. A reflex vertex seeing a vertex in its central zone; 
II. A reflex vertex that can be broken by a triangle consisting of two diagonals and one side of P; 

III. Two reflex vertices that can be simultaneously broken by a triangle constituted by three diagonals. 

Proof. By induction on the number L of reflex vertices. 
If Ic = 1 and the central zone of the unique reflex vertex Pi is empty, then there is 

psws+l in situation II (see Fig. 6). 
Let us suppose now that Ic > 1 and P does not have any reflex vertex in situations I 

a triangle 

or II, and 
consider any reflex vertex Pi. Let P, Pr+l be the first edge intersected by the bisector of the central 
zone of Pi and let X be the point of intersection. Anchor segment PiX at Pi and move X traversing 
the boundary. Let P, be the first vertex obtained in clockwise order and X, the corresponding position 
of X; Pt and X, are defined in the same manner for the counter-clockwise order. 

It is impossible to have both P, = P, and Pt = Pr+l, as triangle Pip, Pr+l would be in situation II. 
Assume then, without loss of generality, that Pt # P r+l and as a consequence that Pt is reflex. 
We observe that &__i and Pt+l lie in the same halfplane as Pi-1 with respect to the line Pi Pt by 
construction, and that P, lies in the opposite halfplane. As the diagonal P,Pt cannot break the angle 
at Pt, the vertices Pt.-l and Pt+l must lie in opposite halfplanes with respect to the line P, Pt. We 
consider now the following possibilities. 
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Fig. 6. Searching for situation II when the unique reflex vertex in not in situation I. 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 7. Searching for situation III when situations I and II are not present. 

Case A. Pt.-l and Pt+r lie in opposite halfplane than Pi with respect to the line P& (Fig. 7a). In 
this case the triangle T = P, PiPt is in situation III, because its sides are internal diagonals and T 
breaks the angle at Pi and Pt. 

Case B. Pt-1 and Pt+l lie in the same halfplane than Pi with respect to the line PSPt (Fig. 7b). 
In this case we apply induction to the polygon Q = PtPiP, P,+I . . . Pt_1, in which the angle at Pt is 
still reflex and Pi is no longer reflex. 

Pt is not in situation I in Q because its central zone is contained in the empty triangle PiX,X,. As 
a consequence any triangle PuPtPv in situation II or III breaking the angle at Pt in Q would have 
diagonals PuPt and P,Pt in opposite sides of the central zone in Q and would also break the angle 
Pt in P. In particular Pt cannot be in situation II in Q. 

We split now the discussion depending on the position of P,. 
Case Bl. P, = P,.. Then PS is a convex vertex of Q. If Pj is a reflex vertex of Q, Pj # Pi, then 

Pj is not in situation I in P. Similarly Pj cannot be in situation II for a triangle Pj PvPv+l with an 
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edge PvPv+l that was common to P and Q. As the triangle Pi PTX, is empty in Q, the edges Pip, 
and PiPt cannot contribute to any triangle in situation II. 

Hence we do not have situations I or II in Q, and by induction some triangle T is in situation III in 
Q breaking at least two angles at reflex vertices P, and P,. Let us see that 2’ is also in situation III 
in P. If Pu = Pt or P, = Pt, the angle at Pt is also broken by T in P as shown above. Otherwise 
the claim is obvious. 

Case B2. P, # P, (implying that Ps is reflex in P). If P,_l and P,+l lie in opposite halfplane than 
Pi with respect to the line PtP, we proceed as in Case A. Otherwise we apply induction to polygon 
Q = PtPiP,Ps+l . . . Pt_1 as before, where the angles at P, and Pt are still reflex but Pi is not. Now 
Ps behaves exactly as Pi and the proof goes along the same lines: no reflex vertex of Q is either in 
situation I or II and by induction there is a triangle in situation III in Q, hence also in P. 0 

The preceding lemma will allow us later to work with the convex polygons obtained by breaking 
any given polygon in pieces by a diagonal or a triangle, suitable for diminishing the total number 
of reflex vertices, and then iterating the process until all the reflex vertices are destroyed. We now 
present the breaking procedure; the complete description and a proof of correctness will be given in 
Lemma 7. The steps of the procedure are illustrated in Fig. 8. 

Procedure break (PI, . . . , P,) {(PI, . . . , P,) is the list of vertices of a polygon in counterclockwise 

order} 
Step 0. If all the vertices are convex, then return (PI, . . . , P,). 
Step 1. If some reflex vertex is in situation I then select a reflex vertex Pi and a diagonal PiPj 

breaking the angle at Pi, such that Pj is either convex or reflex but not broken by PiPj . Return 
b~e&k(Pi, Pi+l, . . . 

Step 2. If some 
beC&(Pi, Pi+,, . . . 

Step 3a. If some 
Pk, then return 

, Pj-1, Pj) U b~fXZk(Pj, Pj+l,. . . , Pi-l, Pi). 
triangle T = PiPjPj+l is in situation II breaking the angle at Pi then return 
, Pj-1, Pj) U brdC(Pj+l, Pj+z,. . . , Pi-l, Pi). 
triangle T = Pi Pj Pk is in situation III breaking the angles at Pi and Pj but not at 

Fig. 8. Breaking recursively until the pieces are convex. 
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break(Pi, Pi+, , . . . ,Pj-I,Pj)Ubrealc(Pj,Pj+l,..., Pk-l,Pk) 

U break(Pk, Pk+l, . . . , Pi-,, Pi). 

Step 3b. If some triangle T = PiPjPk is in situation III breaking the angles at Pi, Pj and Pk, then 
return 

break(Pi, Pi+, , . . . ,Pj_,,Pj)Ubrealc(Pj,Pj+l,. . . ,Pk_l,Pk) 

U break(Pk, Pk+l,. . . , pi-l, pi> u (K Pj, P/c>. 

Lemma 7. Let P = (PI, P2, . . . , Pn) be an n-polygon in counterclockwise order with lc reJex vertices. 
Then procedure break applied to P returns k + 1 convex polygons (5’1, . . . , Ck+, such that 
(a) EveryvertexofCi isavertexofp, i=l,...,Ic+l; 
(b) Cfz; Iwertices(Ci)l 3 n + Ic; 
(c) If i # j then Ci n Cj is empty, a common vertex or a common edge; 
(d) Points interior to Ci are interior to P, i = 1, . . . , k + 1. 

Proof. Conditions (c) and (d) are obvious, as it is that the resulting pieces are convex polygons since 
every reflex vertex is broken and no new reflex vertices are created. 

Step 1. If we are in situation I there is a diagonal P, Pt breaking the angle at P,. If Pt is convex or 
reflex and not broken by P, Pt then Step 1 can be performed. Otherwise we look for a diagonal breaking 
a reflex angle at one end but not at the other end as follows. Assume without loss of generality that 
angle( P,+l P, Pt) < angle( Pt+l PtPS) and let us see that there is a diagonal breaking the angle at P, 
but not at the other end (refer to Fig. 9). Let Pt, Pt+l, . . . , P, be the longest sequence of consecutive 
reflex vertices visible from P, and starting at Pt (observe that P, might be equal to Pt). If P,P,P,+, 
is a right turn then we choose diagonal P, P,. If P, P,P,+l is a left turn and P,+l is visible from P,, 
then P,+l is convex and we take diagonal P, P,+l . Finally if P, PaPa+1 is a left turn and P,+, is not 

Fig. 9. The three possibilities for Pa+1 in Step 1 of Lemma 7. (1) Right turn; (2) Left turn and Pa+, visible; (3) Left turn 
and P,+I not visible. 
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visible from P,, let P,, Pb, . . . , P,+l be the polar ordering around P, of the vertices of P contained 
in the triangle P, Pa P,+l . Now we take diagonal P&. 

Hence in situation I it is always possible to break a single reflex vertex by means of a diagonal 
PiPj and Step 1 is correct. Observe that Pi and Pj will contribute twice to the sum of sizes of the 
resulting pieces. 

Step 2. Observe that we only arrive at this step when Step 1 does not apply, hence situation I is not 
present. Let PiPj Pj+l be a triangle breaking the angle at Pi. If Pj were reflex and broken by diagonal 
Pi Pj then Pi would be in the central zone of Pj, and the same applies to Pj+l . Hence a single reflex 
vertex is broken at Step 2. Observe that Pi will contribute twice to the sum of sizes of the resulting 
pieces and that triangle PiPjPj+l is discarded. 

Step 3a. Exactly two reflex vertices are broken. Vertices Pi, Pj and Pk will contribute twice to the 
sum of sizes of the resulting pieces and triangle Pi Pj Pk is discarded. 

Step 3b. Three reflex vertices are broken. Vertices Pi, Pj and Pk will contribute thrice to the sum 
of sizes of the resulting pieces and triangle Pi Pj Pk is also included as a piece. 

Number of pieces. As in every step the resulting number of pieces exceeds by one the number of 
broken reflex vertices and there are Ic of them, the final number of pieces will be Ic + 1. 

Total number of vertices. Let ni, . . . , nk+l be the sizes of the resulting convex pieces. If Steps 1, 
2, 3a and 3b are applied CY, ,C3, yt and 72 times, respectively, then Ic = 0 + ,0 + 2yt + 3y2 and 

nI + ... +nk+l=n+2~+p+3yl+6y2=n+L+cu+yl+3y23n+Ic. •i 

2.3. Bounds for t(P) 

Definitions. A reJex chain of a polygon P is a set {Pi+1 , . . . , Pi+t} of reflex vertices of P, consecutive 
on its boundary, followed and preceded by convex vertices Pi and Pi+t+l. In that situation the chain 
{pi, pi+l, . . . 7 Pi+t, pi+t+l } will be called an augmented reflex chain. In both cases the length of a 
chain will be the number of vertices in the chain. A polygon will be called an almost-convex polygon 
if the only vertices not seeing each other are not consecutive vertices belonging to the same augmented 
reflex chain. An almost-convex polygon is shown in Fig. 10. 

Almost-convex polygons are widely studied in [7]; the main results we recall here are the following 
two lemmas. 

Lemma 8. If P is an almost-convex polygon with n vertices and m reflex chains with lengths 
cq,...,cu,, then 

t(P) = &l)i /I Q1Y. ‘; ycrm 11 tn__i, 
i=o 

where 

Sketch of the proof. Let PI, . . . , P, be the vertices of P. We consider a convex polygon Q = 

{QI,- , Qn}, and the ordered correspondence Pi t) Qi. If Pj is reflex in P, we say that Qj_tQj+r 
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Fig. 10. An almost-convex polygon. 

is a re$ex diagonal of Q. This way, the triangulations of P correspond exactly to the triangulations 
of Q not using any reflex diagonal, and this number can be expressed by inclusion+exclusion as 

where 11 alt..;@m (1 is the number of ways of selecting i diagonals, any two noncrossing, from the set 
of reflex diagonals. These numbers can be directly computed when m = 1 and recursively otherwise. 

Lemma 9. Among all almost-convex polygons with n vertices, k of them being rej?ex, the maximum 
number of triangulations is reached by the balanced one: the k reflex vertices are distributed in n - k 
rejex chains of length [k/(n - k)J or [k/(n - k)l b etween any two convex vertices. 

Sketch of the proof. Let P be an almost-convex polygon and let Kt = {A, VI, . . . , V,, I?}, K2 = 
1% Wl,. f * , ws+p, C} be consecutive augmented chains of P with p 2 2. Let us call S the ordered 
set of the other vertices of P. We construct a new almost-convex polygon P’ by inserting a new 
vertex in Kl, that becomes Ki = {A, VI,. . . , V,, VS+l, B}, and deleting a vertex of K2, that becomes 
K; = {B,Wl,..., WS+p-l, C}. Then t(P) < t(P). This is proved by induction on p, by taking 
every triangle with basis IJV~+~ C in P and the corresponding triangle with basis WS+P_tC in P’. 
These triangles dissect P and P’ in pieces suitable for induction. The initial case p = 2 is treated in 
a similar way. 

Now we have all the ingredients for our main result. 

Theorem 10. Let P be a n-polygon with k reflex vertices. Then 

(tr(n+k)l(rc+l)l>" (~l(n+w+l)J) k+l-s < t(p) < &)illr7*~.,r) 7; l,.y-,y + l II tn_-i, 

i=o 

where s is the residue of the division of n + k by k + 1, y = Lk/(n - k)], v is the residue of the 
division of k by n - k, u = n - k - v. These bounds are tight, and for k < n/2 the upper bound 
adopts the simpler form 

k 
t,_1 +**a +(-1)‘c Ic tT-4. 

0 
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Proof. For the lower bound we use procedure break to obtain k + 1 non-overlapping convex subpoly- 
gons of P, with sizes ni, . . . , nk+l vertices and 7x1 + +. . + q-t-1 >, n + k. Then 

W 3 G&l-&X, * . . GL,+, > 

and Lemma 5 gives us the desired bound. 
To show the lower bound is tight, we consider the polygon in Fig. 1 l(a). If the number s of convex 

vertices is less than Ic + 3 then the lower bound is simply 1: vertices VJ,, zl,+i , . . . , wk+3 merge to a 
single vertex v, and the sequence of segments is replaced by a single segment (Fig. 1 l(b)). Otherwise 
convex vertices q+4, q+5, . . . are distributed in the “pockets” in a balanced way (Fig. 11(c)). Like 
this we determine the k + 1 convex subpolygons that provide the bound. 

For the upper bound we use the vertices of P as ordered labels for the vertices of a regular n- 
polygon R. For every reflex chain C of P we pull the corresponding vertices of R towards the center 
in such a way that the only diagonals passing in this operation from the interior to the exterior are 
between nonconsecutive vertices of C (Fig. 12); this way we obtain a polygon Q. It is evident that 
every triangulation of P translates into a triangulation of Q, hence t(P) < t(Q). But Q is an almost- 
convex polygon with n vertices, k of them being reflex, and Lemmas 8 and 9 apply providing us the 
desired (tight) bound, that corresponds to a balanced almost-convex polygon. Let us observe that if 
lc 6 n/2 then two reflex vertices of a balanced almost-convex polygon Q* cannot be consecutive. 
In this case the Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion can be applied directly to obtain the simpler 

(a> 
Fig. 11. The construction for the lower bound. 

Fig. 12. Two vertices are pulled producing an armmost-convex polygon. 
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expression given in the last part of the statement, since t(Q*) is the number of triangulations of a 
convex n-polygon not using a fixed set of Ic disjoint diagonals of the form P&+2. 0 

The precedent results have some simple consequences that are worth noticing. 

Observation 1. The lower bound in Theorem 10 is 1 when 2 6 (n + k)/(k + 1) 6 3 or, equivalently, 
k 3 (n - 3)/2. So, if k < (n - 3)/2 then P admits at least two triangulations. 

Observation 2. An n-polygon with k reflex vertices admits always a convex [(n + k)/(k + l)l- 
subpolygon, and this value is tight. In other words, in order to guarantee a convex p-subpolygon we 
must have n 3 kp + p - 2k. 

3. The size of the visibility graph 

The visibility graph of a simple polygon P, denoted by Gp = (Vp, Ep), is the graph with a node 
for each vertex of P, and an edge connecting pairs of nodes if and only if the corresponding vertices 
can see each other inside P. Many parameters of Gp are naturally related to the number of reflex 
vertices, because internal diagonals-adjacencies in Gp-can be destroyed by reflex vertices. For 
example, Observation 2 can be rephrased in the following way: if an n-polygon has k reflex vertices, 
then clique(Gp) 3 [(n + k)/(k + 1 )I. In this section we are concerned with the size [Ep) of Gp. 

For the sake of clarity, we begin with the statement for the general situation. The tightness is 
immediately provided by the same constructions given in Theorem 1. 

Theorem 11. Let P be an n-polygon and Gp = (VP, Ep) its visibility graph. Then 2n - 3 < 1 Ep 1 < 
(y), and these bounds are tight. 

As we have (7) + (T) > (m2+t) + (“i’) w h en n - m 2 2, the argumentation in Lemma 4 can be 
repeated and we obtain the following lemma. 

Lemma 12. Let n1, . . . , 71, be m given nonnegative integers. Then 

(“;) +...+ (“;> ,,(y-y +(m-s)(y’m’)7 
where s is the residue of the division of C ni by m. Moreover the right value in the inequality is the 
minimum when we allow the variation of nl, . . . , nm while maintaining constant its sum. 

Now the natural step is a result similar to Theorem 10. 

Theorem 13. Let P be an n-polygon with k rejlex vertices, and let Gp = (VP, Ep) its visibility 
graph. Then 
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where s is the residue of the division of n + lc by k + 1 and u is the residue of the division of k by 
n - k. These bounds are tight, and for k < n/2 the right inequality adopts the simpler form 

l-w < (1) -k. 

Proof. For the lower bound, we first apply the procedure break to the polygon P. Let ni, . . . , nk+l 
be the sizes of the resulting convex pieces. If Steps 1, 2, 3a and 3b are applied (Y, p, yt and 72 times, 
respectively, then we see that 

nt + . . . + nk+l = n + k + a + y1 + 272, 

Q + ,d + 271 + 372 = k. 

In the following inequalities, we bound [Epl from below by the sum of the sizes of the visibility 
graphs of the pieces, discounting edges counted twice and recovering discarded edges. We also use 
the notation d = (II + yt + 272 and the fact that (7) 3 (“2,-l) + 2 when ni 3 3. 

I&=)> (7) +...+ (ni;+‘) -a+p-372 

3 [(nl;l) +...+ (““; ‘> + (nd;‘) t...+ (“7’) +2d] -a+/?-372 

=(n121)+...+(n”21)+(nd2+1)+...+~~1)+n+p+2y,+3~2 

=(“1;‘) +...+ (““;I) + (““;I) +...+ (““;I) +k 

where Lemma 12 has been applied in the last inequality and s is the residue of the division of 
(nt - 1) + . . s + (nd - 1) + nd+t + nk+t = n + k by k + 1. The tightness is obtained with the same 
construction we gave for the lower bound in Theorem 10. 

For the upper bound, let us consider the n-k convex vertices of P, ordered as they appear around P. 
Let yt , . . . , yn__k be the lengths of the corresponding reflex chains between any two of them (some pi 
can be 0); in any case C yi = k. The number of lost diagonals will be at least 

a value that is exactly reached if P is an almost-convex polygon. We can express that result as 

Now Lemma 12 applies, and we see that the minimum k’ is obtained when the yt, . . . , yn-k are 
balanced, providing us the claimed (tight) bound. For lc < n/2 we have 0 < [(n + k)/(k + l)] < 
[(n + k)/(k + l)] < 1, and the upper bound becomes simply (T) - k. 0 
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4. Asymptotic analysis 

We now proceed to compute asymptotic estimates for the bounds presented in Theorem 10, for fixed 
k, n -+ cm. In order to simplify matters, we will content ourselves with the following expressions for 
the lower and upper bounds, which do not alter its asymptotic behaviour: 

where, as before, C, = (1 /(n + 1)) (2) is the nth Catalan number. The lower bound is easily dealt 
with thanks to Stirling’s estimate C, - K’4nn-3/2 (K’ = 7re1j2) which immediately gives 

Lk(n)-K4 n 71 -3(k+1)/2 

for a certain constant K depending on k. Thus the main asymptotic term 4” remains the same as in 
the convex case (k = 0) but the degree of the polynomial in n has been decreased by 3k/2. 

As for the upper bound we use a generating function approach based on the well-known ordinary 
generating function for the Catalan numbers, 

c cnzn = 
l-Ji=% 

22 . 

From this it follows easily that 

C Uk(n).iP = (1 - .z)“’ - y. 
12 

Now Darboux’s lemma [ 121 tells us that the main contribution to the Uk(n) comes from the algebraic 
singularity v’m, the function (1 - z)’ being analytic on the complex domain. If we make the 
change of variable w = 4z, the function becomes 

( > 
l_w ‘c2(1-&-G) 

4 7 
W 

and Taylor development’s about w = 1 

( > 1-Y k = (3/4)” + f. 

gives the first approximation to the asymptotic behaviour of the Uk(n): 

Qc(n) - (3/4) 
lc,- 1/24nn-312. 

This result can be rephrased in a simple way as 

F N (3/4)‘c, 
n 

that is, every time we add a reflex vertex, the maximum number of triangulations of a polygon is 
decreased (asymptotically) by a factor of 314. 
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We summarize these results in the following theorem. 

Theorem 14. Let Lk(n) and Uk(n) be as above. Then 

L&) N K4nn-3@+‘)/2 for a certain constant K = K(k); 

n -1/24nn-312. 

Observation 3. As an additional remark, we note that if we make the number of reflex vertices 
proportional to n, say k = n/a, then 

&(n) = ((Ca)l’ol)n. 

The sequence (Ca) 1/a is increasing with limit equal to 4 (this follows from the fact that C,+t/Ccy = 
2(2a: + l)/(a + 2) has limit 4 as (Y goes to infinity). This means that we are always asymptotically 
under the main term 4n coming from the convex case, but we approach this limit as the number of 
reflex vertices becomes relatively scarce. 
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